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Abstract
Major developments have been made in the past two decades to ensure
that products are free from viral pathogens. Such improvements were achieved,
mainly by the introduction of advanced screening methodologies such as Nucleic
Acid Testing. Even though this has vastly improved transfusion safety, bacterial
contamination remains a persistent threat. To mitigate this, improved donor
arm disinfection, blood diversion pouches and proactive screening of blood
components have been implemented by transfusion services all over the globe
with great success. This review will focus on how current bacterial screening
methodologies have improved over the years and how newer developments
within this sector may further reduce the undesired possibility of transfusing
contaminated blood products.
Keywords: Blood transfusion; Bacterial detection; Contamination; Platelet
concentrates

Abbreviations
TTBI: Transfusion Transmitted Bacterial Infections; SAR: Serious
Adverse Reactions; EU: European Union; PCs: Platelet Concentrates;
AABB: American Association of Blood Banks; eBDS: enhanced
Bacterial Detection System; FDA: US Food and Drug Administration;
NAT: Nucleic Acid Testing; PCR: Polymerase Chain Reaction

Introduction
The need for bacterial surveillance is a must in today’s transfusion
settings. Passive vigilance relates to the reporting of Transfusion
Transmitted Bacterial Infections (TTBI) or septic events by clinicians
followed by identification of the causative agent. However this practice
is not always accurate since the signs and symptoms of bacterial
infection are hard to differentiate from other adverse transfusion
reactions [1]. As a result of misinterpreting such symptoms, instances
of sepsis can be easily overlooked and may not be reported within
the respective national hemovigilance network. The prevalence of
reactions caused by TTBIs was estimated being around 1 in 10,000
to 1 in 100,000 of platelet units transfused [2]. Active screening by
means of blood culturing systems is a major measure that can prevent
TTBIs from occurring. Members of the European Union (EU) are
required to submit a yearly report detailing all the Serious Adverse
Reactions (SARs) as a result of transfusion (EU Article 8 of Directive
2005/61/EC). In 2017, a total of 25, 093, 906 blood product units were
transfused within the EU member states and Norway, with more
than three fifths consisting of red cell concentrates. A total of 3, 114
SARs were reported by most participating countries, which include
16 episodes that were a result of bacterial infection [3]. Although
this signifies a small proportion of SAR’s, two deaths out of the 28
deaths reported due to SARs within the same report indicated their
cause as being transfusion associated bacterial infection. Although
the risk of contracting a bacterial infection in this regard is small, the
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mortality rate can be quite high. This risk is disproportionately higher
in immunocompromised patients. Apart from infection, the infusion
of endotoxins produced by Gram-negative bacteria within the blood
product also poses a risk of causing shock or death [4].
Blood product contamination may arise due to improper
donor skin disinfection [5], during phlebotomy [6], contaminated
donation equipment [7], or donor bacteremia [8]. Unlike viruses,
contaminating bacteria and fungi can proliferate within blood
products during storage, especially within Platelet Concentrates
(PCs) [9]. It is estimated that between 1:1000 to 1:2000 platelet units
are contaminated. Recipients of such contaminated units therefore
have a high risk of developing sepsis [10]. Due to the elevated risk
presented by contaminated platelets, monitoring of said blood
component is a major focus point for the prevention of septic
transfusions. The majority of contaminating bacteria originate from
the skin, most notably those of the Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium
and Propionibacterium species. Other bacteria such as gram-negative
organisms are also encountered and are responsible for many of the
reported TTBI related fatalities [11]. Pooled random donor platelets
require buffy coats from different donors. As a result, single donor
apheresis platelets are much less likely to result in transfusion
associated bacterial infection since the likelihood of contamination
is reduced, as there is less chance of failure of disinfection during
collection [12]. According to the 5.1.5.1 standard set by the American
Association of Blood Banks (AABB) in 2004, all accredited blood
banks must implement some form of bacterial testing for platelet units.
This measure was formulated in response to adverse reactions being
observed caused by the transfusion of contaminated blood products
[13]. As a result, this standard lead to the widespread adoption of
automated blood culture systems for maintaining the sterility of PCs
[14]. In the EU, blood establishments are required to have in place
a system that limits bacterial contamination through collection and
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processing of blood components [15]. Various different approaches
have been implemented since there is no universal standard or law
that dictates the requirements for bacterial screening within the EU
[16].

Blood Culture Systems
The use of automated blood culture systems has been credited in
the reduction of 69.7% in septic platelet transfusion reactions [17].
Automated blood culture systems allow for the release of platelet
concentrates on the basis of a negative-to-date result. Although this
helps to maintain PCs stockpiles, it does not give a 100% guarantee of
sterility since negative results may be caused by under-inoculation or
the presence of organisms with a prolonged lag phase and slow growth
[11]. The volume of PCs used for testing must also be considered
with regards to the PC volume available upon transfusion. When
sampling 15ml of PC for inoculation of both aerobic and anaerobic
blood culture bottles, Macauley et al., [18], noted a reduction of 6%
to the final platelet count within the concentrate. To reduce this, they
suggested to utilize only aerobic cultures since the majority isolates
identified were aerobes. Anaerobic culture bottles have also been
shown to produce a higher rate of false positive results when cultured
with PCs [19]. Yet it was proven that even for PCs the use of both
bottles resulted in increased detection of positive cultures, simply due
to the fact that one is screening a larger inoculum volume, increasing
the likelihood of detection as a result [17]. Anaerobic blood culture
bottles will also detect the presence of any facultative anaerobes such
as Propionibacterium acnes, which would not be possible within
aerobic bottles [17,20]. Brecher and Hay [21] concluded that the time
of detection for certain organisms was noted to be equivalent or faster
when using anaerobic bottles, justifying the need to use both for a
platelet sample. In the case of delayed sampling for bacterial screening,
extending the platelet shelf-life should be taken in consideration since
a longer waiting time is required [21].
Many different automated systems are currently in use for
facilitating the use of blood cultures for diagnostic purposes. In the
early nineties investigations were carried out to determine the validity
of using such systems within the context of ensuring transfusion
safety [22]. Different countries in the EU which perform blood
cultures on PCs have different sampling timing as required by their set
guidelines [16]. This lack of consensus surrounding sampling timing
eventually results in varying sensitivities. Fuller et al., [14], have
suggested culturing PCs after 24 hours which allows the proliferation
of contaminating bacteria, thus increasing the overall concentration
within the initial inoculum, subsequently reducing the instances of
false negative results [23]. Slow growing bacteria may require further
incubation of up to 48 hours to achieve detection. For certain, slow
growing organisms such as Propionibacterium acnes detection prior
to release of PCs may not be possible since the time-to-detection by
the system can take longer than the actual shelf life of the platelets
themselves [24].

The Different Blood Culture Systems in Use
for Detection of Bacterial Contamination
BacT/ALERT
One of the most prominent systems in use is the BacT/ALERT
Microbial Detection System (BioMérieux SA, France). This system
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was granted clearance by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for the monitoring of bacterial contamination within PCs [10].
The system utilizes a colorimetric sensor embedded at the bottom of
proprietary blood culture bottles, which is read every ten minutes
within the system by a light emitting diode. When carbon dioxide
is produced by bacteria as a by-product of metabolism of the culture
medium, the sensor changes colour. This increases the amount of
red light reflected by the sensor, which alters the voltage registered
by a photodiode. This is then interpreted by the system’s on-board
computer as an indication of positive microbial growth [25,26]. In a
study conducted by Lui et al., [27], the efficacy of BacT/ALERT blood
cultures as a prospective screening tool was determined by a spiking
experiment using PCs spiked with bacteria commonly responsible
for contamination of blood products. Positive results were obtained
within an incubation time of 28 hours post inoculation. This
established that short-term routine blood cultures using this system
is suitable for detection of bacterial contamination of blood products.
The newer BacT/ALERT Virtuoso system (BioMerieux SA, France)
was found to have reduced further the time to detection of bacteria in
sepsis patients [28]. This system also has the advantage of automated
loading and unloading of culture bottles, further increasing
turnaround time [29].
BacTec
The BACTEC line of systems developed by BD provides similar
results in terms of detection time within platelet concentrates when
compared to the BacT/ALERT systems [30]. This system works
utilizing a sensor bound to the blood culture bottles that emits
fluorescence upon production of CO2 and consumption of O2 by
a cultured organism. This is monitored every 10 minutes within
the system for detection [31]. This is an evolution of the previously
used radiolabeled carbon and infrared detection methods [32]. The
blood culture bottles contain the proprietary sensor and can hold a
maximum of ten milliliters of sample. The BACTEC 9240 system was
shown to be capable of detecting bacterial contamination within PCs
containing a concentration 10CFU/mL, with a time-to-detection of
between 6.5 to 17.6 hours when tested using aerobic blood culture
bottles [33].
VersaTREK
The VersaTREK manometric blood culture systems tracks either
the production or consumption of gases by analyzing the pressure
within the inoculated blood culture bottles [34]. The blood culture
bottles can be inoculated with a volume of up to 10ml of sample and
contain stir rods that homogenise the sample. Unlike the previous
systems mentioned which rely on the production of CO2 by bacteria
for detection, VersaTREK system measures changes in the overall
pressure with the culture bottles. This increases sensitivity for bacteria
that produce little CO2 or due to the sample having a high white blood
cell count [35] which could result in a linear increase of the gas during
incubation, resulting in false positives [36]. This system was compared
against BACTEC FX by Chetouane et al. [37] using spiked PCs. The
results from their study indicated that the VersaTREK system was
capable of detecting bacteria under aerobic conditions, with results
comparable to BACTEC FX system, utilizing small 5ml PC samples
[37].
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Pall Enhanced Bacterial Detection System
The Pall enhanced Bacterial Detection System (eBDS) oxygen
analyzer (Pall corporation, USA) utilizes a pouch that houses 3ml
of platelet sample. This incubated at a temperature of 35ºC for 24
or 30 hours under constant agitation, which further enhances the
proliferation of contaminants. A filter attached to the sample pouch
removes the majority of the platelets present [10]. A specifically
formulated nutrient tablet is present within the pouch containing
sodium polyanethol sulfonate which prevents the aggregation of
platelets and, trypticase soy broth, which allows for the proliferation
of contaminants [38]. An oxygen sensor measures the changes in the
electrical potential caused by the consumption of oxygen within the
solution during the incubation period. A positive result for bacterial
contamination is obtained when the percentage of oxygen falls below
12.5% resulting in the time-to-detection reading [10,38]. McDonald
et al., [39] suggested lowering the cut-off for detection down to 9.4%,
to reduce the rate of false positives. They also noted that in tests
performed with platelets spiked with Pseudomonas aeruginosa, false
negative results were obtained due to the oxygen concentration being
very close to the reduced cut-off level. In two separate runs, they also
noted that this particular bacterium did not proliferate during the
incubation period and did not result in a detectable oxygen decrease.
This was possibly due to bacteriocidic or antibacterial properties of
proteins present within the PCs. A big shortcoming of this system
is that it cannot perform anaerobic cultures since it relies on oxygen
measurement. This can be an issue since anaerobic organisms such
as Propionibacterium acnes may not proliferate and its detection is
therefore hindered [9].

Shortcomings of Blood Culture Systems
False negative blood cultures are a worrying consequence of
the limitations of this technique. Such results may be caused when
the inoculum cultured within an automated system has a very low
initial bacterial count, resulting in failure for detection during the
apparatus’s pre-determined incubation period. To prevent this,
delayed sampling after collection and separation of PCs can ensure
a larger initial bacterial count upon inoculation [9,40]. With regards
to screening of PCs, biofilm forming bacteria such as Staphylococcus
epidermidis, can evade detection by assimilating cells spherically
within PCs, reducing the number of free bacterial cells that can be
cultured after sampling. This issue is compounded by the bacteria’s
slow growth rate [41]. Biofilm producing bacteria can infect patients
via intravenous infusion of a PCs concentrate, after being dislodged
from the bag due to agitation after evading detection [42]. Other slow
growing organisms such as Propionibacterium acnes [23,42] have also
been repeatedly been shown to produce false negative results. On the
other hand, false positives may also occur when using culture-based
systems. These are usually the result of contamination from a source
other than from donation. In a study carried out by Macauley et al.
[18], 0.31% of the total positive platelet cultures produced a negative
result upon re-culturing, leading to the conclusion that contamination
could have occurred during inoculation.

Non-Culture-Based Methods for Detection
Blood culture methods remain the most popular solution
for detecting bacterial contamination due to their reliability and
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widespread use within the transfusion setting. Nonetheless, nonculture-based techniques have been devised to achieve rapid
detection for use as pre-release point-of-care testing solutions [43].
This allows for a secondary line of testing to detect the presence of
bacteria after failure to do so by blood cultures and also for allowing
transfusion services to prolong the shelf-life of platelets beyond five
days of storage [44].

Scansystem
The Scansystem (Hemosystem, France) was a bacterial detection
method which utilises a solid-phase scanning cytometry technique
which was discontinued in 2011 [45] In this method, 3 different 3ml
PCs samples are pooled together and 3ml of the resultant mixture is
then stained using a mixture containing picogreen, a DNA binding
dye. The resulting mixture is agitated for 40 minutes to allow for the
aggregation of platelets and then filtered and stained. The solution is
then analyzed using an epifluorescence microscope and 50 random
fields are analyzed for fluorescent fragments. This technique allows for
rapid detection of bacteria but has a sensitivity of around 100CFU/ml
and like all microscopy-based techniques it success depends heavily
on the initial concentration of the inoculum used [46,47].

Staining Methods for Microscopy
Gram stain and acridine orange stains are two stains that can
be used for the microscopic identification of bacteria in smears
derived from blood components. Microscopic procedures utilizing
both stains have been declared a suitable method for the detection
of contamination within PCs by the US FDA and subsequently
recommended by the AABB [11]. Staining methods are cheap and
easy to perform, but such methodologies are of limited use within
the modern transfusion practice due to them being laborious, making
them incompatible for high workload scenarios [9]. Sensitivity of
staining procedures relies heavily on the bacterial count within
the PCs being investigated as well as the skill level of the observer
performing counts. The sensitivity of the Gram stain method can be
increased when a platelet sample is centrifuged prior to staining. This
was demonstrated by Steen et al., [48] were they compared centrifuged
versus non centrifuged aliquots obtained from previously inoculated
platelet concentrates. All of the spun samples were positive for the
presence of bacteria, whilst a few of the unspun samples produced
false negative results [48]. Steen et al. also recommended the use of
the Gram stains for detecting contamination at the end of the PCs
shelf life. Stains are now mainly used as part of the identification and
confirmation procedures for the presence of bacteria within positive
blood cultures [49].

pH Testing
An easy way of determining the presence of bacterial
contaminants is by taking a pH reading from PCs. This form of rapid
point of care test relies on a pH drop within PCs as a result of acid
producing bacteria. In the past, such readings were achieved using
blood gas analyzers designed for use of whole blood specimens tested
at temperatures of 37oC. This produced erroneous readings since
platelets are present in a totally different fluid matrix than whole
blood and are stored at a temperature of 22ºC [50]. Therefore, pH
readers need to be specifically intended for this use. A pH of 7.0
was determined as suitable cut-off reading by performing studies
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on spiked PCs [51]. When the pH fell below this value, the PCS
unit was said to be most likely contaminated and removed from
storage. Unfortunately this technique does not take into account the
possibility of a pH drop resulting from the platelets and white blood
cells within the concentrate as a result of their metabolic processes,
leading to a potential for high rates of false positives [51].

Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry has been postulated as a rapid, point-of-issue test
for identifying contamination within blood products. The technique
is based on the principle of passing individual cells from a sample
trough an interrogation point via laminar flow using sheath fluid.
The individual cells are hit by light emitted from a laser diode, which
can then be absorbed, scattered or emitted as fluorescence. This light
is directed towards a photomultiplier tube that generates a voltage.
This is then converted to an analogue signal and interpreted digitally
[52]. A fluorescent dye such as thiazole orange is used, which binds
to the nucleic acid of bacterial cells. The characteristic side scatter
and fluorescence emitted by bacteria differs from that of platelets and
allows for their quantification within a sample [38,53]. In the case
of said concentrate, the sample must be purified by first removing
platelets by means of enzymatic digestion. The flow cytometer
provides counts for the bacterial cells and the sample is determined to
be contaminated using a pre-determined cut-off value [54]. The rapid
turn-around time of around one minute per sample after processing,
allows for supplementary testing for the extension of PCs shelf life [54].
Another benefit is that a small sample volume is needed for detection
[38,53]. To reduce the possibility of background fluorescence from
undigested platelets, a non-fluorescent fluorochrome such as in
the case of the BactiFlow (BioMerieux, France) assay can be used.
Fluorescence is only achieved after the fluorochrome has been cleaved
by esterase enzymes found within bacterial cells [55]. A downside
for this type of testing is that detection is dependent on the growth
kinetics of bacteria during platelet storage. Therefore some slow
growing bacteria may only be detected after a late period of storage,
reducing its effectiveness when testing newer PCs [53].

Verax Platelet Pan Genera Detection
The Verax Platelet Pan Genera Detection test (Verax Biomedical,
USA) is an immunoassay-based technique that allows for rapid
checking of contamination within PCs prior to transfusion. The test
targets lipopolysaccharide and lipoteichoic acid antigens for Gramnegative and Gram-positive organisms respectively, using antibodies
embedded on a test strip. The test utilizes a few drops from a PCs
sample and only requires a few minutes for a positive result to appear
as bands on the strip, making it easy to perform and to interpret the
result visually. Interpretation may be hindered when very faint bands
appear, producing an ambiguous result. Sensitivity varies from 103
to 105 CFU/ml depending on the bacteria present [56]. This method
is much less sensitive than the other tests discussed so far, making
it suitable only for testing PCs units prior to transfusion. When
compared to a pH based detection method, this technique has been
shown to yield a higher rate of false positive results [57].

Realtime Polymerase
Nucleic Acid Testing

Chain

Reaction/

Nucleic Acid Testing (NAT) using the Real Time Polymerase
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Chain Reaction (PCR) technique allows for the replication and
quantification of bacterial genetic material in real time for the purpose
of diagnosing the presence of a potential pathogen. Certain steps of
the technique such as extraction can be automated for use in sterility
testing of blood components [58]. Real time PCR involves the use
of fluorescent probes, which are attached to targeted bacterial DNA
sequences to allow for their quantification whilst amplification is
taking place. For this reason, probes have to be specifically engineered
to bind target sequences of specific bacterial species, allowing for the
identification of a contaminating bacterium [59]. Another approach
to this technique is the targeting of specific genes and 16S ribosomal
RNA, which are commonly expressed by bacteria, allowing for more
broad detection [60]. One of the issues with using NAT testing for
bacterial detection is that the polymerase enzymes used in the PCR
process originate from bacteria themselves and thus may contain
contaminating bacterial DNA. This process requires specialized
equipment as well as trained personnel, limiting its availability due
to its high initial cost requirement for procurement and training
[38]. Future implementations of NAT include being used as bedside
test prior to the transfusion of a PCs or to check for sterility after
pathogen reduction [61].

Conclusion
Culture based bacterial detection systems remain the gold
standard for the prevention of TTBIs during the production process
of blood products due to their proven track record in many different
transfusion services worldwide. As it currently stands, non-culturebased methods are mainly indicated for use as point-of-care and
pre-transfusion tests to be used in conjunction with blood cultures,
either to enhance detection or to prolong PCs shelf life. Due to
the possibility of failure when using current bacterial detection
technology, pathogen reduction is an attractive solution to mitigate
this problem. Pathogen reduction eliminates pathogens with minimal
effect on the blood product or added risk to the recipient [62].
Different methodologies utilize chemical compounds, some requiring
a photosensitisation step with ultraviolet light such as with the use of
amotosalen or riboflavin. Other methodologies such as with the use
of amustaline do not require photosensitisation [62,63]. Although
this can pave way for a contaminant free blood supply, the high cost
of pathogen reduction remains a major barrier for wider adoption by
transfusion services [64].
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